Welcome to cardboard country: how plain packaging could change the subjective experience of smoking
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The Australian government’s announcement that it will require all cigarettes sold from July 2012 to be contained in olive brown packages devoid of brand design elements except for their brand name in a standardised font and location recognises Australia’s serious commitment as a signatory to the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control. The announcement of this world-first legislation was the subject of intense media coverage and increase the salience of health warnings on packs, and in experimental studies that plain packaging would ultimately be the same unappealing brown, it is worth reflecting that the pattern of observed findings is entirely consistent with a much wider body of evidence that branding and labelling can modify the actual subjective experience of products when they are consumed.

As early as the 1970s, a published study reported on smokers who had been randomly assigned to smoke identical cigarettes branded as either ‘April’ or ‘Frontiersman’. Female smokers who smoked the femininely branded cigarettes rated all aspects of taste and enjoyment more favourably than the female smokers who tried the identical cigarettes with the masculine name, while male smokers favoured the masculine brand, although the effect was less pronounced. By far the best evidence that branding influences subjectively experienced tobacco taste in fact comes from the tobacco industry’s own internal documents, which detail numerous market testing studies where identical cigarettes, when presented in packs with varied designs, colours and other branding elements, led consumers to experience and evaluate them differently when they were smoked. For example, identical cigarettes were described after being smoked as ‘too mild’, ‘not easy drawing’ and ‘burn too fast,’ when presented in blue packs, but as ‘too strong’ and ‘harsher’ when presented in red packs. DiFranza et al noted that the influence of pack design on the subjectively experienced qualities of the cigarette was of such a magnitude that when purely objective ratings of the cigarette’s qualities were desired, tobacco companies used unbranded test cigarettes.

The wider consumer marketing literature shows convincingly that the taste of food and drinks is able to be manipulated by branding and labelling. This research recognises that the use of branding, including the use of colour and descriptive names, results in an expectation or sensory halo effect, whereby the expectation influences how a person thinks a product might taste, which then influences one’s taste perceptions and liking when the product is actually consumed.

For example, bitter coffee was appraised after sampling as tasting less bitter only among those consumers who were exposed beforehand to three advertisements asserting that the coffee was not bitter. People who tasted an energy bar labelled as containing soy protein were more likely to rate it as ‘grainy’ and ‘tasteless’ compared with identical bars that contained no mention of soy (although neither bar actually contained soy). Descriptive names of cafeteria meals (‘Succulent Italian Seafood Filet’) led to meals being rated after consumption as more appealing, tastier and caloric than identical meals with less descriptive names (‘Seafood Filet’). Brown-coloured M&M candies were rated as more ‘chocolatey’ than all other colours, and those labelled as ‘dark chocolate’ were rated as more ‘chocolatey’ than those labelled ‘milk chocolate’ although they were otherwise identical. These effects are not just confined to adults: identical food products were appraised as tasting better by young children when branded with ‘McDonald’s’ than when unbranded, young children reported higher subjective taste ratings of cereals and preferred the taste of snack foods when their packs featured popular licensed cartoon characters than when they did not.

Intriguingly, expectancies can change the subjective evaluation of a product and the brain’s response to it as it is being consumed. Just as Coke was rated higher in a subjective taste test when consumed from a cup with the Coke logo than without, the image of a Coke can presented prior to Coke tasting resulted in greater brain activity in key brain regions implicated in processing emotion, compared with unbranded Coke delivery. In another study, when people tasted a highly bitter fluid, the level of activation in the bilateral taste cortex in the brain was reduced when they were told it would be only mildly unpleasant than when told it would be highly unpleasant. Studies such as these imply that branding and
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labelling can lead people to hold more favourable expectations about a product, and these expectations influence brain functions in ways that result in an enhanced sensory experience.

Most consumers do not think that knowledge of branding before tasting a product would change their sensory experience of it and remain unable to correctly predict the results of taste tests in which expectancies are manipulated in the ways described (eg, Lee et al.22). The influence of branding on sensed experience when products are consumed occurs largely outside conscious awareness, most likely because consumers generally rely on short cuts or heuristics—easily available information that is rapidly processed—to guide their evaluation.12 In other words, consumers are effectively being manipulated in an under-the-radar fashion by carefully tested branding and design, subtly raising their expectations that the product will offer a positive experience and thereby increasing the likelihood that their ultimate experience of it will follow suit.

In the case of a deadly product such as tobacco, there is no place for powerful branding imagery on packs if it serves to promote greater subjective enjoyment of smoking, leading consumers to extend their smoking careers. Tobacco companies likely fear privately that plain packaging will reverse-engineer their clever branding tricks: the halo effects of boring standard brown packs could lead smokers closer to subjectively tasting their cigarettes as more like the toxic smoke delivery devices they really are.
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